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_'This Yinvention relates in general lto centrifugal fan 
wheelsy and‘is more particularly directed ’to .improve 
ments in -suc'h Vfan wheels which are ‘especially'd'esign'e'd 
>to‘createeither a suction or ablowing elîect. _ I, 

The improved centrifugal rfan wheel 'embed uin'g V1the 
upresent 4invention may have Vmany >uses in l'co'mbiriation 
with various types -of machines lto ‘produce .various results. 
However, the .particular design disclosed xher'e'inis espe 
cially adapted-for use in vacuum cleaners. 

4It has been customary »in the past to design 'Vacuum 
cleaners either for the production ̀ of'l‘iig‘h volume ̀~o'r'för 
the production of what'is Iknown as fa'high s'taticsiiction. 
>In lcommercial or 'industrial ¿tank type vaciiurn 'cleaners 
the particular design has in the 'past depended >`upon 'the 
'enduse of the vacuum cleaner. Where the purchaser‘öf 
the product expects to'use the vacuum cleaner Awith lthe 
hose substantially open h`e is more interested in a 'high 
volume of air 4passing through the y'maehine i 

However, where the machine is to be used u’ndefrci'r 
cumstances where the hose end ̀ willvbe Vpartially 'cîlos’e‘d 
`'such as in the cleaning of r-u'gsva'nd upholstered furniture, 
it is more desirable îthat la hi'g'h static condition prevail. 
IUp to -the >present ytime -vacüu'm cleaner'sfwhich äref‘dè 
signed to produce a high "volume inherently ihave la 'low 
static condition; likewise, a machine that is ‘especia y 
designed to produce la high static will inherently 'result 
in a reduced volume. v n 

In order tomore clearly 'understand 'the 'terms Í‘higïh” 
ork‘l‘low static” and “high” or “low'iíoltiinef’v a brief 'de 
scription ofthe test involved in determining 'these ’factors 
will'bepresented. The «actual amount'of static or völuriie 
is customarny _stated »in reims ‘of wafer un. 'rn 'refining 
tests to determine these faetors, a 'U-'shap'ed'tùbeiis v:ein 
ployedhaving a predetermined number of inches of lwater 
therein. One end 'of vthe U tube 'remains 'open itty the at 
mosphere and lthe other end of the Uftube is connected 
by means of -a hose to an opening in "the side ofthe inlet 
into the vacuum cleaner tank. With 'the machine 'in 'op 
eration and creating a vacuum at the Íiiile't to îthe Ítank 
the water lift will -be increased as the size öffthefinlet 
is decreased. When the inlet is completely closed the 
number of inches ythat the 'water'is vdrawn upwardly into 
one side of the >ll tube and is forced downwardlyin the 
other side of the 'U tube is l'referred to as the “closed water 
-li-ft.” This -is a measure of the vstatic suction. l» _ 
As the inlet opening to the tank is enlarged in »area 

the water in the AU tube will fa‘ll and the >number of 
inches of wa'ter lift for 'a given 'size opening «may then 
be'trans'lated into terms of volume. . 

`Industrial 'tank type vacuum ̀ >cleaners designed par 
acular‘ly te produce 'alhign volume :or .1a relatively nigh 
Wafer lift :W'lïe'n l:the inlet ’Kö the 'tank fis I'còl’rfplë’fèl-y fqop'ën 
`trsmily'have a ‘single ran when ßeòminoaly ía 
s'rngfle‘sta‘ge. Fan 'wheeis’which haveiaéèa-deps’ig dr" 
the present time when used as a‘sirigle‘sxtage are' ‘ pable 
‘of p’r’odù'cin‘g 'avery high static suction and >e'an Ètherefore 
sensed:only‘rdr‘speciae purp'ö'se’s, 
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.~.In order to increase the static suction ina vacuum 
"cleaner it'is customary to increase the number of ian 
wheelsto’two ̀ or three and _sometimes more all mounted 
ï'bo`n`the sarne‘motor shaft. These are commonly termed 
‘l‘multistage units” the number of stages depending upon 
4tlie"'r1urritier"of'fan wheels used. When this is done it 
becomes necessary .that the air pass through the center 
>and out of ~*the Aperiphery of the'iirst fan wheel and-then 
he ̀ "direeted“back into'the’center 'of the second wheel and 
"so don until `'the periphery of the last wheel is reached. 
The result y'of this construction is to increase the static 
suction or closed water lift but, at the same time, the 
volurneof air passing through the machine will be ma 
terially reduced. 

_ '_The present invention is directed 'to a novel form >of 
centrifugal 'fanwhee'l which is Vcapable of vproducing in 
‘a single wstage ymachine -a relatively Vhigh static ‘suction 
'as well'as a "relatively high volume wherebythe saine 
‘machine-may have its end uses multiplied considerably, 
iijer., a'machine embodying the present invention will be 
:usable "for 'any purpose whether a 'high volume or a high 

‘ static A-is ¿desired 

In view of the foregoing it is therefore Vone of the 
'principal vobjects of the present invention to provide a 
'centrifii'gal ‘fa'n wheel which is capable of producing a 
relatively high static 'suction and arelatively high volume 
in a'singl‘e stage vacuum cleaner. 
Another object of the invention is to Y'provide a cen 

trifugal >fan wheel for use_in either vacuum :producing 
‘machines or blowers which will produce a higher static 
condition in a singleist'age machine "than in a multistage 
'machine of the same size presently in use and which will 
‘also produce a'hig'her volume ̀ than the volume type ma~ 
chine‘s presently in use. n 
„A further object of the invention is to provide'a cen 

trifugal fan Awheel which includes a‘pair of axially spaced 
disks >wherein a plurality of blades having an involute 
form lare kdisizvfose'd vbetween thosel disks. 
A still 'further object Vof the invention is to provide 

fa centrifugal 'fan wheel wherein two disks 'are spaced 
apart iin an axial direction with a plurality yof blades 
located ?between the disks and wherein each ’blade is yin 
the form of an involute and arranged around the wheel 
‘with the 'center of the generating circle vfor the involute 
`being noffset from the center of the wheel. v 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
centrifugal 'fan wheel fora compressible'fluid wherein a 
`plurality of involute blades are disposed between two 
flat »disk-s. _These blades are soarranged around the wheel 
that the inlet‘area 1between adjacent blades at the inner‘or 
heel‘ends »thereof is ygreater than the outlet area between 
`adjacent vblades at 'the outer or tip ends thereof whereby 
the ïiluid passing `through the space between adjacent 
blades `will >be compressed. 

yStill further and speciîic object of ßthe invention is to 
‘provideialcent'rifugal fan wheel adapted for use with coin~ 
"pre'ss'ible fluids wherein a plurality of blades of involute 
‘formare 'equally lspa‘ced around 'the wheel between two 

60 ñat disks and wherein the center of the generating circle 
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for each involute blade is offset from the center of the 
wheel approximately the radius of the generating circle. 

It is also a specific object of the invention to form the 
involute blades 'using a generating circle having a diame 
ter approximately one-‘sixth the Idiameter o'f the fan wheel 
-forrned by `the ydisks lbetween which vthe blades are lo 
cated Whereby to achieve proper length of air passage and 
proper' heel and tip angles to result in maximum static 
and'ïvolume "conditions ina vacuum producing machine. 

Other 'objects and 'advantages 'o‘f the invention will be 
'eöine apparent upon reading the following description 
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taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in 
which: 

Fig. l is a perspective view of a fan wheel embodying 
the present invention; 

Fig. 2 is a horizontal sectional view through the fan 
wheel taken along the plane of line 2-2 of Fig. l; and 

Fig. 3 is a somewhat diagrammatic illustration of pairs 
of involute blades which have been generated from a 
generating circle of the same size as that of Fig. 2, but 
with the center of the generating circle at diiferent loca 
tions with respect to the center of the wheel. 
The centrifugal fan wheel embodying the present in 

vention has certain desirable characteristics all of which 
contribute in a measure to the improved result of being 
able to achieve a higher static suction and a higher volume 
with a single wheel than has heretofore been accom 
plished by the use of either single or multistage wheels. 
In designing the fan wheel disclosed herein there is illus 
trated the preferred characteristics although it will be 
understood that some of these characteristics may be al 
tered within limits without seriously affecting the result. 
For example, it was first determined by various tests 

that an involute was the best form of blade which could 
be used to achieve the desired results. When it is con 
sidered that the involute of a circle is a curve generated 
by the end of a string which is kept taut while being un 
wound from a circle, it will be understood that for a given 
diameter fan wheel it would be possible to utilize circles 
of various diameters. It is also possible to locate the 
center of the generating circle or evolute in different posi 
tions with respect to the center of the wheel and thereby 
obtain different results. 

Consideration must also be given to the length of pas 
sage between the blades or to the length of the blades 
themselves because if the blades are too long the resulting 
increased resistance to the passage of air therethrough 
will adversely affect the results desired. 

Furthermore, the angle of a tangent at the tip end of 
the blade with a tangent to the wheel at the point where 
the tip end of the blade terminates has a very definite 
cifect upon the results. For example, the greater the 
angle the more feedback will occur resulting in less 
volume and less static delivery. It follows that a smaller 
angle at the tip is desirable although the smaller the angle 
the greater will be the length of the blade resulting again 
in increased resistance to air flow. 

Consideration must also be given to the fact that the 
air which enters at the center of the fan wheel is relatively 
rareñed and it is therefore desirable that this air be com 
pressed to a degree at the point of its outlet from the fan 
wheel. To achieve this result it was found desirable to 
have the inlet area between adjacent blades at the center 
of the wheel be greater than the outlet area between ad 
jacent blades at the periphery of the wheel. 
The use of a true center involute where the center of 

the generating circle or evolute is common to the center 
of the wheel produces a plurality of blades which are 
parallel throughout their length resulting in inlet and out 
let areas between adjacent blades which are identical; 
therefore, no compression of the fluid can take place. 
Also, when this is done it has been found that the length 
of the blades create undesirable resistance thereby ad 
versely affecting the result by decreasing the volume. 

ln order to arrive at a blade design of an involute form 
where the blade was not too long, where the angle of a 
tangent at the tip end of the blade with the tangent on the 
periphery of the wheel at a point coincident with the 
blade tip would be small enough to reduce feedback of 
the air, and where the inlet areas between adjacent blades 
Awould be greater than the outlet area thereof, it was 
necessary to conduct many experiments using generating 
circles of varying diameters and locating the centers of 
the generating circles at various distances from the center 
of the wheel. It was found that for a fan wheel having a 
seven and one-half inch diameter the best results were 
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4 
obtained by using blades of involute form where the in 
volute was generated from a circle or evolute having a 
diameter of one and one-fourth inches. It was also found 
that for a fan wheel of six inch diameter, best results were 
obtained by using a generating circle of one inch diame 
ter to generate the involute form of the blades. With this 
in mind the diameter of the generating circle should be 
about one-sixth of the diameter of the fan wheel to be 
used in order to achieve both the highest volume and 
highest static delivery. 

ln arranging the involute blades which were generated 
from the predetermined diameter of generating circle 
ground the wheel in such a manner to obtain minimum 
feedback, minimum resistance and desired compression of 
the ñuid, it become necessary to locate the center of the 
generating circle for each blade in offset relation with the 
center of the wheel. Various distances for the wheel 
center and various directions therefrom were attempted 
with the result that the arrangement of the blade shown 
in Fig. 2 was determined to give maximum results. 
Having the foregoing in mind, reference will now be 

made particularly to the drawings and especially to Figi 
wherein it will be seen that the fan wheel is composed of 
the two axially spaced apart disks 1 and 2. The upper 
disk 1 is commonly called the back of the wheel whereas 
the lower disk 2 is referred to as the shroud. The back 1 
is provided with a central opening 3 for the reception of 
a shaft and the shroud 2 has the central opening 4 therein 
to receive the compressible iluid such as air and direct 
it to the passages between the blades 5 as the wheel 
rotates in a counterclockwise direction as viewed in Fig. 
2. 

Each blade 5 is formed preferably of sheet metal and 
takes the form of an involute curve. Fig. 2 represents 
the preferred embodiment of the invention and illustrates 
the location of the involute blades to achieve best results. 
It will be understood that variation in the specific location 
of each involute blade 5 may be made without effecting 
substantially the end results but the greater the variation 
the greater the result will be affected. This will be 
brought out more clearly hereinafter when specific refer 
ence is made to Fig. 3 which illustrates other locations 
of involute blades which are unsatisfactory. 
The inner end 6 of each blade 5 is called the heel 

of the blade whereas the outer end 7 is called the tip 
thereof. Having in mind that the results with respect 
to both volume and static suction will vary depending 
upon the length of each blade, the inlet area between ad 
jacent blades near the center of the wheel, the outlet area 
between adjacent blades at their tip ends, and the angle 
formed between the tangent to the involute curve at the 
tip of each blade with the tangent to the circle formed 
by the tips of the blades at the point where the tip of 
the blade meets such circle, all of these factors have been 
considered in arriving at the particular layout of the 
blades shown in Fig. 2. 

Experiments were conducted using disks 1 and 2 having 
a diameter of seven and one-half inches. involute curves 
having various diameters of generating circles were tried 
and it was determined that the best results were obtained 
with an involute curve having a generating circle of one 
and one-fourth inches in diameter. Other experiments 
with other disks of different diameters indicated best re 
sults to be obtained by the use of involute curves having 
different diameters of generating circles. For example, 
when the disks 1 and 2 were six inches in diameter it was 
found that best results were obtained by the use of an 
involute curve having a generating circle of one inch 
diameter. In this way it was established that the pre 
ferred form of the invention should utilize an involute 
curve where the diameter of the generating circle is sub 
stantially one-sixth the diameter of the wheel in which 
the blades are to be used. 

It will be noted in Fig. 2 that the blades 5 are laid 
Out in an involute form where the involute is generated 



'afferente 
îfìntafjeicekwisedireetien. >viewingthesinne-wheelfeiern 
f the l opposite side,==vth'e‘ involutei bladeswo‘ùld bei-generated 
in a counterclockwise direction. This‘ïfáctfniust‘beïborne 
ein nmïn’d Lwhen'defining~»tl1efïlocation òf ithe/ ‘center ‘Y of the 
Mgenerating #circle ffor u the -invölute -with respect "to =the 
"»fcenterlofr the same wheel. 

When l"the :centerof >theì generating fcir'clle isv coincident 
l-Withl'* the-> center `óf ‘the  wheely Aandi-'the invölutev 'blades-1 are 
fforined 'inispaced apart relation, git'vvïilll be evidentëthat 
«all fof vther’ela‘des Iwill-‘beparallel throughout their-#entire 
ïßlength‘inffaccordance with1the`blades` 8 in Fig. »3. This 
arrangement 'does >not Esatisfy itwofof the requirements 
mentioned above, namely, *that ¿the inletfïareafb'etween 

‘ adjacent Ablades/be :greater thanfthe foutletiarea. "'Where 
"the blades are‘para‘llel 1asfindica'ted by thefr‘lnme‘ra‘l‘lS ‘the 
¿filet-andßoutletfareas vwill be îsubstantially identical so 
"that 'no compression ̀o`f1 theíiiuídewill'ï'taketplace. VIt >will 
salsoi 'be tn'oted-` that; the "length >’of='bla'c`tes ~`8::is Aconsiderably 
Jgre'ater than the ïlen'gth‘of'thef’bladesîâ 'thereby/.resulting 
lin increasedvresistance'ito the' passage fof the :ñui'd there 
:between 

`` It ’was r thus 'discovered ¿that fther fcenterr 'of the .generat 
Ain'gvcirc'ile for the'invòluteish'ouldvîbe y'offset >from theßc'enter 
#of theïfan Íwheel'a'nd experimentation -was V'then -neces 
sary to determine thie .'ëamount îof ’the foffset and :the 

l-dlrectíion ¿thereof from the-center ófîthe wheel. When 
:.-speakingtdf 'the centerfof the ‘generating circle. being-offset 
tf1-om ¿the .'centeno'f theifan wheel‘asfused herein, iitis 
ïunderstoodîto"meanrthat v.the initial positionfof .the gen 
lerating ."circle 'is `:that vat »which the :starting :point of :the 
involutei is'at: the' left ofthe center ofthe ygenerat-ing circle 
and :inra .position toz‘g'enerate‘ the involute?in Ia clockwise 
tdirection. , 

:Fig 3fillustrates the results Iof'threexpositions of the 
:generating circle all of Vwhich produce Aunsatisfactoryre 
suits. 'The :positioning ofthe _*generating‘circle-so'tlrat 
--the center 'thereof Ais. coincident with the center'of the 
.fan -Ywheel ihas :already been vmentioned above .and was 
`>,described asgresulting in the parallel'iblades f8. >When, 
however, the center of the„=generating circle y'is ‘moved to 
ward -thelefttof the center of the fan -wheel va distance 
‘equal -to ’the radius ‘of 'the ¿generating circle :so ̀ that the 
`starting t points -of all of-the :involute blades ’will be on 
:at circlexha-ving .a 'radius twice “that of the generating» circle, 
-t-hes-result fwill‘be toproduce blades like those indicated by 
:tlreïnume'ral'9. It will, ofcourse, ebe'underst‘ood that for 
-each'blade :the ¿generating circle is moved from-its initial 
starting, position-so that aflinegpa'ssing through the‘rstarting 
tpointiof the vinvolute curve and the center "of »the generat 
:in-g circle will‘also kpass through the center ofthe wheel. 
.fThus the dot-.dash circle indicated `by lthe 'numeral -10 
viszthaton which :each .involute begins. _ 

When adjacent blades are separated a distance of 36 
degreesfso'thatitherewlll‘bea totáltof ten L'biades for the 
wheel, it will ‘be :noted that thefblades‘9practically touch 
at one. point along their length so thatair passing >from 
the inlet ‘11 lbetween adjacent 'blades’to ‘the outlet '1'2‘will 
go through a compression stage and ythen an expansion 
stage and the resistance thus offered for this reason and 
for the additionalv reason ̀ that the blades are unduly long 
will produce‘ivery'unsatisfactory results. The Volume will 
deiìni'tely'be decreased due to :the increased resistance and 
thus the objective -of maintaining both- high volume and 
lhigh‘s'tatic ‘conditions-will not-prevail. 
When the position of the generating circle is initially as 

mentioned above and then moved toward the right of the 
center of the fan wheel a distance equal to twice the 
.radius of the generating circle so that the starting points of 
all involute blades will be on the circle identified by the 
numeral 13 the resulting blades will have the configuration 
of the blades indicated by the numeral 14. Again the 
blades 14 are spaced apart an angle of 36 degrees around 
a circle on any given radius from the center of the wheel 
to provide a total of ten blades only two of which are 
shown in Fig. 3. 
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` This ccnstr'uetienv and arrangement óf 'blades isfáls'o’un 
îvsatisfactoryïtor :several V‘ft‘eason‘s'~ `It will'ïñrs'tïbenoted 
ç'that-'fthe inlet area v'15?‘between"the twoi’ïblades ¿I4-:is "less 
than 'th‘e'outlet area V1=6 whereby theïflui'd will 'not’be com 
pressed. iIn 'addition to the foregoing the angleixibetween 
Vthe tangent tothe involute curve 'lat'the tip of the'bla'de 

l'and the 'tangent to‘the-p’eriphery-of the wheel atthefpoint 
where the blade tip 'meets the periphery is 'relatively` large 

'duci'n'g'iles's volume. _ Y, 

Further Vexperirnentation "indicated that positioning “ 'the 
«generating-'circle of theinvolute Vtoward the ̀ right of the 
»center 'ofï'thewheël when thefgenera'ting circle ̀is ̀ positioned 
ßsof'thatì‘the »sta'r'tingfpcint er 'the "in'vclute is at the _left of 
>the center'of ythe'generating‘cir‘cle ̀ and >in afposití‘on to 
generate the .involute in ‘a‘clo‘ckwise :direction produced 
improved results. -Theßbest‘re'sults‘were found to obtain 
»when the generating circlewas moved Etowa'i-¿îi‘the right‘a 
-distanc'e :equal to theradius-‘of thatcircle and that`is’th'e 
lposition 'of thef'blades 5 illustrated in Fig. ̀ 2. In this Vcon 
lstrïuctio'n ‘the center of'the‘lge'nera'ting vcircle is‘loc‘ated 'at 'a 
point o‘nïthe c'iréle C’“ so that‘the starting point of the in 
volute ’for Àall blades is at the center'C-of the fan'wheel. 
’All-"of lthefdeçsired conditionsïare ‘met in thisl construction. 
«For example;itlwill‘benoted that th’e lengthl ofy blades li5“ is 
É'less'than the'flength‘of blades'S‘or v‘9"in Fig. f2 thereby 
satisfying >one'requirementthat the blades ybe' 'of a length 
to ‘create the'rninirnurn ’resistancefor iìuid'ilow when the 
l‘o’th‘erïfa'ctors Aare also considered. 

Also, since the axial distanceib'etween vthe two disks `À1 
fand î2*"is'constar`1t'throughout‘their area th’e‘fdistance be 
tween‘blades 'at' their inletja’nd‘foutlet‘ends will govern the 
inlet and ’outlet areas.y The “inlet :area 7between :adjacent 
¿blaíies 5 ’may‘be governed by the distanc'ell‘rneasured on 
a p‘erpendicularA lin'eïf’r‘o'rn ‘the tangent ‘at the'heel‘of one 
blade'to the next adjacent> blade. Likewise;theoutlet‘area 
:between adjacent bl'a‘des f is ‘governed by the "distance `O 
'between vrblades 'measured >on ’a >perp'endicular Iline lfror‘n 
'the tangent at'the tip 'cf ’one 'blade 'to its adjacent blade. 
'Thus ic'will he seen thatfthedistanee ris greaterth‘anîthe 
distance O so that the outlet "area is ‘less `than'the ’inlet 
area and a compression" 'of the viiuid‘will result. 
This arrangement also provides for a sinall'enough 

angle "b‘etween'the‘tangent at the‘tip of eaeh'blade andthe 
"tangent ‘to the ‘wheel'at the same point'so as t‘o 'reduce 
leaklba'clc and thusinc'rease volume. _ 
Obviously, the center 'ofthe generating circle maybe 

initially moved toward the right `of the center 'of the 
>wheel under the conditions above'stated, varying distances 
to obtain'vai‘ying results. Ithis been establish'e'dfhowever, 
as is evident from viewing th'eblad'es 14 in Fig. 3 that 
>tnev'ing thecenter cf the'gen'erating circle tewar’d'the right 
a distance 'twice the radius 4of the generating circle ~‘will 
give unsatisfactory v"results so that'it follows that'the 'dis 
tance toward the right which this center should be 
‘moved must 'be 'a 'distance less than twice 'the radius of 
the ‘generating circle. 

`itha's also been'established >that Í'when the centers of 
'the generating circle ’and of Ythe wheclare coincident the 
’result is also unsatisfactory a's 'isjevident from ‘viewing 
the blades '8 'on Fig. 3 since the bladesare'parallel‘through 
out their entire length and are relatively long. Itith‘ere'fore 
Afollows that for best results ìthe center of >the generating 
circle should be moved toward the right 'of the center 
A'of the wheel a distance ‘less than twice the'r'adius of 'the 
generating circle and 'preferably a 'distance ~equally sub 
stantially to the radius of the generating circle as illus 
trated in Fig. 2. 
Although the fan wheel embodying the present inven 

tion may be fabricated in various ways, the preferred man` 
ner is to form each involute blade of sheet metal with a 
plurality of ears along each edge of the blade in spaced 
apart relation. Each of the disks 1 and 2 embodying the 
back and the shroud of the fan wheel is also provided with 
a series of slotted openings, adapted to receive the ears on 
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. each of the blades. Each series of openings in a disk for 
each blade will be located along the line of an involute of 
the same size as the involute used to produce the blades. 
The various parts are then assembled so that the ears 17 
on each blade may extend through the corresponding slots 
on each disk. The ears 17 are then bent over against 
each adjacent disk whereby all of the blades are held in 
place in their proper relation positions. 

_ Reference has heretofore been made to the static suc 
tion or closed water lift obtainable by the use of a fan 
wheel embodying the present invention as illustrated in 
Figs. 1 and 2. In actual practice it has been found that 
a fan wheel having a seven and one-half inch diameter 
with ten involute blades spaced equally around the wheel 
having a generating circle of one and one-fourth inch 
diameter and offset according to the arrangement of Fig. 
2 will produce a closed water lift of approximately sixty 
seven inches. It has not been possible heretofore to 
achieve that amount of closed water lift with a single 
stage fan having a diameter on the order of seven and 
one-half inches. The volume obtainable in the present 
fan wheel is not reduced below that which would be ob 
tained by any other single stage vacuum producing ma 
chine. Such other machines, however, in order to acquire 
a closed water lift of sixty-seven inches would have to 
be provided with a plurality of fan wheels thus causing 
a considerable reduction in the volume obtainable. The 
present invention therefore results in unusually high static 
suction and volume in the same machine with the use 
of but a single fan wheel. 

It will be evident also that the number of blades used 
might vary with varying results although it has been 
found that anywhere from eight to twelve blades will pro 
duce satisfactory results, the number of blades being 
shown herein for purposes of illustration being ten. 

Changes may be made in the form, construction and 
arrangement of parts from those disclosed herein without 
in any way departing from the spirit of the invention or 
sacrificing any of the attendant advantages thereof, pro 
vided, however, that such changes fall within the scope 
of the claims apended hereto. 
T he invention is hereby claimed as follows: 
1. A centrifugal fan wheel comprising at least one disk, 

and a plurality of blades of involute form disposed on 
said disk and secured thereto, the center of the generat 
ing circle for each involute blade being offset from the 
center of rotation of the wheel. 

2. A centrifugal fan wheel comprising two disks in 
axially spaced relation, and a plurality of blades of in 
volute form disposed between said disks and secured 
thereto and arranged to be equal distances apart on any 
given radius from the center of the wheel, the center of 
the generating circle for each involute blade being offset 
substantially the same distance from the center of ro« 
tation of the wheel. 

3. A centrifugal fan wheel comprising two disks in 
axially spaced relation, and a plurality of blades of in 
volute form disposed between said disks and secured 
thereto, the center of the generating circle for each invo 
lute blade being offset from the center of rotation of 
the wheel a distance less than the diameter of said gen 
erating circle. 

4. A centrifugal fan wheel comprising two disks in 
axially spaced relation, and a plurality of blades of in 
volute form disposed between said disks and secured 
thereto, the center of the generating circle for each in 
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volute blade being offset from the center of rotation of 
the wheel a distance substantially equal to the radius of 
said generating circle. 

5. A centrifugal fan wheel comprising two discs in 
axially spaced relation, and a plurality of blades of in 
volute form disposed between said disks and secured 
thereto, the center of the generating circle for each in 
volute blade being offset toward the right from the center 
of rotation of the wheel when the starting point of the 
involute curve is at the left side of the generating circle 
and the curve is generated in a clockwise direction, the 
amount of said offset being substantially equal to the 
radius of the generating circle. 

6. A centrifugal fan wheel for compressible fluids com 
prising two disks in axially spaced relation, one of said 
disks having an inlet opening at the center thereof for 
the passage of ñuid, and a plurality of blades of involute 
form equally spaced around the wheel and between said 
disks, the center of the generating circle for each involute 
blade being offset from the center of rotation of the 
wheel, and arranged so that the fluid inlet area between 
adjacent blades at the heels thereof is greater than the 
fluid outlet area between adjacent blades at the tips there 
of, whereby the fluid will be compressed during the 
passage thereof between the blades. 

7. A centrifugal fan wheel for compressible ñuids com 
prising two llat disks in axially spaced relation, one of 
said disks having an inlet opening at the center thereof 
for the passage of fluid, and a plurality of blades of 
involute form disposed between said disks and secured 
thereto and arranged to be equal distances apart on any 
given radius from the center of the wheel, the center of 
the generating circle for each involute blade being offset 
from the center of rotation of the wheel, and the dis 
tance on a perpendicular line from the tangent at the 
heel of any one blade to the next adjacent blade being 
greater than the distance on a perpendicular line from 
the tangent at the tip of said adjacent blade to the first 
blade, whereby the ñuid will be compressed during the 
passage thereof between the blades. 

8. A centrifugal fan wheel for compressible fluids 
comprising two flat disks in axially spaced relation, one 
of said disks having a fluid inlet opening at the center 
thereof, and a plurality of blades of involute form dis 
posed between said disks and secured thereto and ar 
ranged to be equal distances apart on any given radius 
from the center of the wheel, the center of the generating 
circle for each involute blade being offset from the center 
of rotation of the wheel, and the area of the inlet open 
ing between adjacent blades being greater than the out 
let opening between said blades, whereby fluid will be 
compressed during the passage thereof between the blades. 
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